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Introduction

Ono of the latent functions of an adequate sociology in a democratic

. .

society is that of breaking down existing stereotypes. Yet in certain areas

of study, sociologists, by limiting their, range of study to only certain

segments of a population, not only maintain existing stereotypes but also

reinforce them by hanging the scientific mantle of objective truth around

their necks. No where has this been more true than in the study of the

black family. By limiting the majority of their research to studies of

broken lower-class black families, sociologists have perpetuated the stereo-

type of the black family as a matriarchal structure. There have been

ex.eptions to this, but those studies which have gained the most popularity

in the general society are guilty of perpetuatingJhe stereotype. 2

Very few studies have 'attempted to describe empirically tho decision

making processes of black families. For example, the best study of family

decision making in general is Blood and Wolfe's Husbands and Wives and their

analysis of decision making in black families is limited. 3
The research re-

ported here uses the scale developed by Blood and Wolfe but extends their

analysis in two ways. First, interviews from both husband and wife are

used. Secondly an analysis of the respondent's perception of his family Of

oritntation is included.

bloCedure

The study vas condected in an all black comunity in Northeastern Ohio

and consisted of 20) homes. This community was developed 40 years ago and

has remained an iscOated all black corramity since that time. The tem-

muoity it adjacent to A larger town but it has not been annexed even though

land and homes around it have been. ihns this black cotanurity remains

under township gewt.fiVtellt ithcvt running voter, sewers And othet arenit ies

seen AS necessary by m!de/c-class tmericanc,
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The data were collected during the winter and summer of 1968. We

Spent several months'in the community getting acquainted with the people

before the actual interviewing began. In order to set up interviews every

intact family in the community was contacted by,a letter asking for their

cooperation in the research project. Later these families were contacted

either by phone or directly in order to net a time for an interview when

husband and wife could both be present. The interviewing was done by three

integrated teams each of which consisted of one white and one black male.

Where possible, husband and wife were interviewed at the same time in a

different Part of the housc. In order to reduce bias as much as possible the

black and white interviewer on each tram alternated between hUsband and

wife as they went from home to home. The interviewing tiwe averaged nbout

21i hours And each respondent was paid $5.00 for participating in the study.

A total of 52 families were contacted. In 43 families interviews were

collected from both husband and wife. In addition seven wives were inter-

viewed when the husband refused and two husbands were interviewed when the

wife refused.

In order to measure the distribution of power in the family, Blood

and Wolfe's Family Decision-Making Scale was used.
4

This scale consists of

eight different areas of family decision making. They are: (1) What job

the husband is to take, (2) What car to buy; (3) Whether or not to buy

life insurance. (4) Whether to go on a vacation, (5) That house or apart-

ment to take, (6) Whether or not the wife should go to work or quit work,

(7)What doctor to have when someone is sick and (8) How Much money the

family should spend per week on food. For each item the respondent se-

lects one of five responses. They arc, along with their corresponding

weights: (10) Ifilhand always, (S) Ilusband more than wife, (6) husband And

wife exactly the same, (4) Wife more than (b husband and (2) wife always.

Peon: were computed to provide Jecirien
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Findings

Table I shows the distribution of scores for husbands and wives on the

Family Decision Making Scale for their families of procreation. The mean

score for husbands in 6.8 and that for wives 6.7. Thus we find that the

mean score for both husbands and wives is in a patriarchal direction. If

we take the score of 0-4 as wife dominant, 4.1 - 6.0 as equalitarian and

6.1 - 10.0 no husband dominant, we find that only 2 percent of the husbands

see the power structure of the family as wife dominant while 25 percent see

it as equalitarian with the cverrhelming majority, 73 percent seeing it as

husband dominant. Nearly tfie same is true for the wives with the percen-

tages being 4, 34, and 62 respectively.

It is interesting to compare these results with those of the Blood and

Wolfe study. The scores of our black husbands, and wives are much more patri-

archal than the scores of Blood and Wolfe's total sample and the reverse of

their black families, They found 19 percent husband dominant and 44 percent

wife dominant. 5 Thus our results for A group of working-class husbands and

wives differ profoundly from the popular stereotype as well ns from those

of the. Blood and Wolfe temple.

In an attempt to account for the distribution of scores on the Family

Dccision Hiking Scale several factors were investigated. The first of

these was the possible effect of socialiation in the respondents' families

of otientation. In order to do this each respondent Van Asked to respond to

the items on the Family Decision Making Scale as it would Apply to his (her)

family of orientation. Table II shout the distribution of scores on the

Family Decision }Baking Scale applied to the respondents' family of orientation.

Here we find that even though 4 of the husbands and 6 of the wives were rafted

in families with only the mother present that the average scores for both

husbanls and wives Are sti11 In pittiarthAl direction with the mean for

the heMPand's trlf 1y or or eepta 11 Dm tItqN? G.9.111d -that for it,e wives being/
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6.1. This indicates that the mean pattern of power in the respondents'

families of orientation was not radically different than the pattern of power

in their families of procreation. It is interesting to note that socialize-

tion could be an influencing .actor.

Another possible explanation is in relationship to resources brought

to the marriage. In their study of family power Blood and Wolfe say that:

The sources of power in so intimate a relationship as marriage
must be sought in the comparative resources which the husband
and wife bring to the marriage, rather than in brute force.
A resource ray be defined as anything that ona partner may make
available to the other, helping the latter satisfy his needs
or attain his goals. The balance of power will be on the side
of that p9rtner who contributes the grenter resources to the
marriage.°

Among the factors considered by Blood and Wolfe were religion, age. family

income, level of education and the wife's contribution to the family's

income. They found that if a differential occurred in age, religion, or

education, a shift in power occurred toward the marriage partner favored

by the di fferential. They also found n shift in power toward the wife

occurred if she worked outside the home and that the husband's power increased

an level of family income increased. Tables III through X present data on

these factors for our group of respondents. The results from nur study

indicate that both middle-aged husbands and wives see the fenny as more

patriarchal than do older and younger husbands and wives (Table III).

. However, the differences Are relatively small. In terms of Age differentials

(Table IV), wives see the family as more patriarchal when the husband is

older but this is not reciprocated by husbands who see the family as more

patriarchal, rather then matriarchal, when the wife is older. It is

Intetesting to note that wives are willing to attribute tore power to older

Inibends than older heshands are willing to attribute to thelves.

The actual /eve) of ,:dutation (Table V) seos to vAke little differellee

fn rower ScOtes for either husbands cr wives. l&'r c!n educational level
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differentials bkweenhusbands and wives affect the mean power scores of

husbands (Table VI). Wives, however, are willing to attribute more power

to husbands with more education than they are to themselves when they have

more education.

In terms of the degree of religiousity, the 28 husbands and 24 wives

who place highest on the religiousity scale (Table VII) both have an average

of 7 on the Family Decision !hiking scale which indicates a rather pronounced

patriarchal direction. In terms of differentials on the religiousity scale

(Table VIII) huabands attribute more power to themselves when they are more

religious than their wives while wives attribute more power to their husbands

when they are more religious then their husbands.

In terms of employment outside the hams (Table IX), wives attribute more

power to husbnnds when only the husband works outside the, home than for any

other category but, stain, husbands do not reciprocate when only wives are

employed. 110th see the ftmily as more equalitarian when both or neither

are employed. It is again interesting to note thnt when only husbands are

employed wives ateributo more power to then than husbands do to themselves.

Doth husbands and wives attribute more power to husbands in lower income

families than they do to husbands in higher income families (Table X) which

is the reverse of the flood and Wolfe findings.

Conclusions

Itt conclusion our findings show that not all black families ate clatri-

arehal as the popular stereotype holds and as some sociological studies seem

to.indicate. Indeed, the black workingeless families studied are somewhat

vote patrinrchal than the white families and much more patriarchal then the

bInck familie.1 studied by blood and Wolfe.

The data on eifferentials.for the way in which wives perceive shifts

in power tend to be consistent with the Mood And Wolfe study with the ex-

ception of level of family Inc cvte. 8v( this is nt +we for hushaadt.
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Husbands appeay to be unwilling to allow wives more power when the differential

is in the wives favor. In addition. husbands appear not to see themselves

as having all the power wives attribute to them when the differential is in

the husbands favor. From this it Would appear.that an adequate study of family

decision-making should include interviews with both husbands and wives since

each appears to see power arrangementa differently in relationship'to the

differentials studied.
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TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES FOR HUSBANDS MID WIVES ON THE FAMILY DECISION MAKING
SCALE - RESPONDENT'S FAMILY OF ORIENTATION

SCORES HUSBMS
N 7.

WIVES
II 7.

0-2.0 0 0 . 0 0

2.1-4.0 2. 5 2 4

4.1-6.0 10 22 17 34

6.1-8.0 27 60 22 '44

8.1-10.0 6 13 9 18

Totals (Individuals) 45 100 .50 100

TABLE II

DISTRIBUTION OF scow ON THE FAWN DECISION MAKING
RESPONDENT'S FAMILY OF ORIENTATION

.CORES HUSBANDS

SCALE APPLIED TO THE

WIVES
H % H %

0-2.0 9 9 18

2,1-4.0 2 5 2 4

4.1-6.0 11 24 13 26

6.1-8.0 17 38 16 32

8.1-10,0 11 24 10 20

Tanis

11
(Individuals)

.110.W-.....01.1.11.41.1.1m....411.0.1.

45 100 50 100



TABLE III

takti PaiER SCORES OF HUSBANDS AND WIVES BY ACE

MEAN POWER
Husbands

SCORES

N
Wives

X

25-44 13 6.57 23 6.65

45-64 17 6.83 19 6.98

65 and over 15 6.73 8 6.00

Totals (Individuals) 45 50

TABLE IV

MEAN POWER SCORES OF HUSBANDS MID WIVES BY AGE DIFFERENCES OF HUSBANDS
AND WIVES

N

. MEAN POWER SCORES
Husbands Wives

X N X__Age_Differences

Wife Older 3 7.50 3 6.50

Same Age 9 6.47 9 6.97

Husband Older 31 6.79 31 6.90

Totals (Families) 43 43



TABLE V

MEAN POWER SCORES OF HUSBANDS AND WIVES BY LEVEL OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

Level of Education

MEAN POWER SCORES
Husbands Wives
N X N 7

0-8 Years 20 6.85 13 6.75

.9-11 Years 15. 6.80 22 6.90

12 Years and over 9 6.79 15 6.70

Totals (Individuals) 45 50

TABLE VI

MEAN POWER SCORES OF HUSBANDS AND WIVES BY .DIFFERENTIALS IN LEVEL OF
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

Educational. Level
MEAN POUER SCORES

Husbands Wives
Differential rt N

Wife more 25. 6.87 25 6.36

Equal 3 6,83 3 7.56.

Husband more. 15 6.92 15 6.93

Totals (Families) 43 43



TABLE VII

MEAN POWER SCORES OF HUSBANDS AND WIVES BY DEGREE OF RELIGIOUSITY*

Religiousity
Score

HEAN POWER SCORES
Husbonds Wives

-7( N --K"

5 and under 9 6.66 16 6.51

5.1-6.0 8 6.40 10 6.30

6.1-7.0 28 7,00 24 7.00

Totals (Individuals) 45 50.

*Religiousity was measured by using the scale developed by Snell Putney
and Russell Middleton, "Rebellion, Conformity, and Parental Religious
Ideologieb," Sociometry, 24 (June, 1961),pg. 125-135. The range of
the scale is from 1 to 7 with 7 being high.

TABLE VIII

MEAN PORTER SCORES OF HUSBANDS AND WIVES BY RELIGIOUSITY SCORE DIFFERENTIALS

Religiousity score
Differential N

}SEAN POWER SCORES
Husbands . Wives

-37 N X

Wife wore religious .13 6.44 13 6.95

Both same 12 7.00 12 6.71

Husband more religious 18 6.97 18 6.68

Totals (Families) 43 43



TABLE IX

HEAN POWER SCORES OF HUSBANDS AND WIVES BY EMPLOYMENT

m lo ment

Both Employed

Wife only employed
(Husband Retired)

MEAN POWER SCORES
Husbands Wives

H N

15 6.80

4 7.70

Husband only employed 17 6.83

Neither employed 7 6.71

15 6.15

4 6.42

17 7.59

7 6.30

Totals (Families) 43 43

TABLE X .-

MEAN POWER SCORES OF HUSBANDS AND WIVES BY ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME

MEAN- POWER SCORES
Husbands Wives

Annual Income :N n 1r

Less than 5000 16 6.91

5000-8,999 23 6.84

9,000 and over lc 6.75

Totals (Individuals) 45

21 6.61

23 6.78

6 6.46

I 1 .0 .0, IV .4 * .1
50


